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STAY
CONNECTED
For the very latest news, opportunities and updates, get social with us.

SkyCity Living Room

SKYCITY IS CONNECTED TO EVERYTHING!
We already know the size of SkyCity will change the skyline of Winnipeg. But more importantly, it will also
change downtown living. From its inception, SkyCity has been designed to offer the best practices in
contemporary urban planning to Winnipeg, where walkability and bringing richness to the urban lifestyle
experience are key. This inspired mixed-use project is set on Winnipeg’s Transit Mall and in the SHED.
Right in the heart of downtown, SkyCity connects to Waterfront, the Forks, Exchange and Broadway!
In cold weather, you can walk out your door without a jacket and use the Skywalk that connects you to
the multiple office buildings, businesses and MTS Centre in the heart of downtown. Who really needs
a car? SkyCity is on the transit mall, giving residents the option to take transit or walk: and put their
money towards ownership of your elegant suite – overlooking the excitement of downtown! SkyCity is
a win-win for residents and downtown Winnipeg too!

UPCOMING EVENTS:

SKYCITY ADDS
A WINNIPEG FLAIR

Aug. 27th 6pm to 8pm

SCATLIFF+MILLER+MURRAY
LANDSCAPE ARCHITECT FOR SKYCITY
When it came to designing the outdoor
spaces and how SkyCity interacts with the
downtown we turned to the Winnipeg firm
Scatliff+Miller+Murra. The design firm was
formed with the sole purpose of developing bold
new concepts and high-level designs for urban
revitalization and sustainable development.

West End Biz Restaurant Tour
$45/per plus drinks
Call 204-954-7900 to book.
Join a guided restaurant tour and experience the
diversity of this unique Winnipeg neighbourhood
with over 100 restaurants serving food from regions
around the world. Click for details.

Innovative thinking and the practical, on-theground, experience that gets projects built is
their signature.

S3 INTERIOR DESIGN
DECOR FOR MODEL SUITE
Founded in 2003, Winnipeg-based s3 Interior
Design Inc. is a professional interior design
firm that prides themselves in producing
eco-friendly, locally sourced and emotionally
durable designs tailored to each client’s unique
needs. True to their name, s3 focuses on their
three S’s of Smart, Sustainable and Spaces to
make a difference in sustainability through the
built environment.

NEWS ROUND UP
SkyCity will present the SkyLounge as part of the Wine & Beer Garden at the 5th annual ManyFest street
festival September 11-13. Take in the fun from our VIP lounge area while you get a sneak peek into luxury
downtown condo living - Life Elevated.

Get ready Winnipeg! Our incredible
Presentation centre with model
suite will be opening this
September. Watch your inbox for
your VIP preview invitation!
IN OUR NEXT ISSUE...
Watch your inbox for Issue #8 where we will feature
EllisDon Construction as well as reveal more renderings
of exciting SkyCity.

FORWARD TO A FRIEND
VISIT:

SkyCityWinnipeg.com

